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This poster is an 'atlas' of performing arts touring in Europe.
Where do performances from certain countries travel? From
where does the international work in specific cities come?
SPACE (Supporting Performing Arts Circulation in Europe) is a
network l inking different European organisations that support
mobi l i ty. Supported by the EU as a mobi l i ty pi lot project for the
period 2008-2011, SPACE initiated Travelogue as an
experimental research project to map the col lection of data on
international performing arts mobi l i ty in Europe, and to test

The 'l ines' graphs reveal a very different perspective on the distribution of performing arts
presentations in Europe: that of import. We again see an entire series of maps with information
on productions in different countries. In each case, the l ines connect al l the cities in that country
where international work was presented with the foreign countries where the work originated.

whether current mobi l i ty mapping efforts ‑ at national level ‑ can
be harmonised and l inked in order to provide a better view of
transnational mobi l i ty. The data on which the visual isations
presented here is based combines information from 30 different
datasets col lected by different types of European organisations. Al l
datasets were mapped to the flexible Travelogue data model in
order to interl ink and analyse the avai lable information. This poster
contains three types of visual presentation: the 'stars', the 'l ines',
and the 'tours'.

More information can be
found in the publication
'Travelogue: Mapping
Performing Arts Mobi l i ty in
Europe'.

The 'star' series bundles 'export' data per country. How many
'observations' does the Travelogue data contain of productions
with a producer from that specific country? How many
productions 'depart' from a specific country, and in what cities
are they performed? The diagrams depict an area whose
contours ‑ or the external border if you wi l l ‑ are determined by
al l the cities where work from a specific country is performed.
The cities are given a place on the graph in function of their
distance to and their angle in relation to the centre of the
country of origin. In this way, each map visual ly represents the
relationship of a country to cities in other countries. The orange
colour adds extra information, this time based on the
relationship between two countries: the volume of exchange
between two countries is expressed by the thickness of the
orange l ine.

The 'tour' series, shown here and on the back of the poster,
visual ises a sequence of cities where performances originating
from a specific country were hosted. It reveals the intensity of
exchange between a country and certain cities. In general , the
atlas shows the strengths and weaknesses of current data
col lection on performing arts touring. Sometimes clear images
appear, which al lows us to compare import and export patterns,
thus reveal ing diversity and imbalances in performing arts
touring. Other maps clearly reveal that the information needed to
complete the picture is missing.






